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Observation of a new charmed baryon 
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Using the ARGUS detector at the e+e - storage ring DORIS II at DESY, we have observed a new charmed baryon 
state in the channel A + n + 7t-. (All references to a specific charged state also imply the charge conjugate state.) The 
mass of this state was measured to be (2626.6 + 0.5 + 1.5) MeV/c 2. The product of the production cross section and 
branching ratio for this channel was determined to be (11.5 4- 2.5 -4- 3.0) pb, and the natural width estimated to be 
smaller than 3.2 MeV/c 2 at 90% CL. 

Substantial progress has been made in charmed 
baryon physics during the last decade. Product ion 
of  the A + in e+e  - annihilat ions was first observed 
by the M A R K  II Collaboration [ 1 ], followed by the 
neutral and doubly charged isospin partners  27 ° and 
27~+ + of  the 27c isotriplet observed by the A R G U S  
[2] collaboration, and the ,~o and ~ + ,  seen by the 
CLEO [3] and A R G U S  [4] collaborations. Last year 
the A R G U S  collaborat ion reported the first evidence 
for the doubly strange charmed ba ryon /20  in e + e -  
annihilat ions [5]. Thus, most ground state baryons 
containing one c-quark have been established. Here 
we present a search for an excited charmed baryon 
resonance A~ + in the final state A~+n+n -.  This 
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choice of  channel is just if ied because an excited Ac + 
state would decay strongly into either A + 7t + 7t- or 
27c7t but  not into Ac + n, which is forbidden by isospin 
conservation. 

Since the pioneering work by De Rdjula,  Georgi 
and Glashow [ 6 ] a number  of  models have been de- 
veloped to provide explicit predict ions for the masses 
of  excited charmed baryons [7-10] .  An experimental  
verification is, however, up to now missing. 

The data  used in this analysis were collected using 
the A R G U S  detector at the DORIS II  storage ring at 
DESY, comprising an integrated luminosity of  about  
385 pb - l  taken on the T(4S)  resonance and in the 
nearby continuum. The A R G U S  detector is a 4n mag- 
netic spectrometer. Its trigger requirements and par- 
ticle identif icat ion capabili t ies are described in detail  
elsewhere [ 11 ]. 

Only mul t ihadron events were selected, these be- 
ing defined as having at least three tracks with either 
a common vertex or a total  energy deposit ion in the 
shower counters of  more than 1.7 GeV. Charged tracks 
were required to originate from the main  interaction 
region with a polar  angle 0 in the range Icos(0)l < 
0.92, and momenta  transverse to the beam direction 
greater than 60 MeV/c.  The particle identif icat ion 
procedure was based on a combined l ikelihood ratio 
calculated from the measurements of  specific ioniza- 
t ion and time-of-flight for allowed mass hypotheses 
(e,l~,Tt, K and p )  [11]. A particle was treated as a 
pion, kaon or proton i f  the corresponding l ikelihood 
ratio exceeded 1%, 5% and 15%, respectively. Such 
cuts were chosen to obtain an opt imal  signal to back- 
ground ratio for the A + as well as to suppress possible 
reflections from charmed mesons to a negligible level. 
A ° (K °)  candidates were defined as pTt- (n+Tt - )  
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pairs forming secondary vertices. A mass constraint  
fit was appl ied to each combinat ion  having an invari-  
ant  mass within +10  (4-30) M e V / c  2 of  the nominal  
A ° ( K  °)  mass [12], and those with a Z 2 of  less than 
25 were used in the subsequent analysis. In addi t ion 
the angle ~ between the A ° (Ks °) flight direct ion and 
the vector point ing from the main  vertex to the decay 
vertex was required to satisfy c o s a  > 0.95 (0,9). 

The A + baryon was reconstructed in four de- 
cay modes - p K - r t  +, p K  °, A°n +, and A°n+rt+Tt - .  
Each combinat ion with an invariant  mass lying 
within 4-25 MeV/c  2 for p K - n  + and A°n+n+I t  - ,  
4-30 MeV/c  2 for p K  ° and 4-40 MeV/c  2 for A°n + of  
the nominal  A + mass [12] was subjected to a mass 
constraint  fit to improve  the momentum resolution. 

Every A + candidate was then combined with all 
n+~t-  pairs in an event. Charmed baryons are ex- 
pected to be products  o f  the initial  charm quark 
fragmentat ion process, so they should possess rather 
large momenta ,  in contrast  to the combinator ia l  
background. Therefore the scaled momentum xp 
of  all Ac+rt+zt - combinat ions  was required to be 
greater than 0.5, where xp = p (A+n+lr -)/pmax and 
Pmax = x/E2am - M 2 ( A + ~ + ~ - ) .  

The resulting A + u + u -  invariant  mass spectrum is 
presented in fig. 1. A narrow peak at a mass o f  about 
2627 M e V / c  2 is observed, while the dis t r ibut ion for 
artificial A + ~z + x -  combinat ions  built  up from the A + 
sidebands shows a more or less smooth behaviour  in 
this region. The spectrum was fit with a background 
function consisting o f  a second order  polynomial  and 
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Fig. 1. Invariant mass distribution for all accepted A + tt + i t -  
combinations. The solid histogram results from using the 
A + sidebands. 

Table 1 
Summary of results from fitting the Ac+Tt+Tr - invariant 
mass spectrum with different xp cuts. 

xp > Mass (MeV/c 2) a (MeV/c 2) Entries 

0.4 2626.7 4- 0.6 2.3 4- 0.5 45.6 + I0.1 
0.5 2626.6 4- 0.5 2.2 4- 0.5 42.4 4- 8.8 
0.6 2626.7 + 0.5 2.1 4- 0.4 34.9 4- 7.5 

a Gaussian with free width and posi t ion to represent 
the signal. The fit resulted in 42.4 4- 8.8 events at 
a mass of  (2626.6 4- 0.5) MeV/c  2 with a width of  
a = (2.2 4- 0.5) MeV/c  2. This is consistent with the 
expected detector resolution of  (2.6 4- 0.1 ) M e V / c  2 
determined from a Monte Carlo simulation. The mass 
and width of  the signal proved to he stable against a 
variat ion o f  the xp cut. The results o f  the fits obtained 
with different xr cuts are summarized in table 1. 

In addi t ion to studies of  the A + sideband spec- 
tra, a close examinat ion o f  various reflection sources 
has shown that the signal cannot be artificially gener- 
ated. For  example, it is possible that  a slow pion com- 
bined with the final states 27 + + ~ A~ + tr + or  27o 
A+n  - could lead to a contr ibut ion in the signal re- 
gion. To check this, so-called wrong charge combina- 
tions - A + t r - ~ -  and A+ ~r+Tr + have been studied. No 
enhancements in the signal range have been seen in 
both spectra. A Monte  Carlo simulat ion of  the pro- 
tess e+e - ~ ZcX  supported this conclusion. Multi-  
ple counting has also been studied and was found to 
be negligibly small and distr ibuted uniformily over a 
wide range of  the A + 7r + t r -  invariant  mass. 

To obtain an upper  l imit  for the natural  width, F ,  
of  the At  +, the signal shape was parametr ized us- 
ing a non-relativistic Bre i t -Wigner  convoluted with a 
Gaussian resolution function. The width of  the Gaus- 
sian was fixed to its expected value of  2.6 MeV/c  2. 
The fit yielded an upper  l imit  of  F < 3.2 MeV/c  2 at 
the 90% confidence level. 

In order  to extract the momen tum distr ibut ion of  
the signal, the xp spectrum was d iv ided  into five in- 
tervals starting from xp = 0.5. The numbers of  events 
were obtained by fitting the invariant  A + n + i t -  mass 
spectra in each xp range using a Gaussian with its 
width fixed to the Monte Carlo value for the resolution 
and the mass fixed to the overall measured value, plus 
a polynomial  background. The number  in each xp bin 
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was then corrected for detector efficiency. The proce- 
dure was complicated by the fact that the efficiencies 
differ among the At+ decay modes. These were deter- 
mined through Monte Carlo simulation and weighted 
by the respective branching ratios relative to the de- 
cay p K - r t  +. The ARGUS updated measurements of  
these fractions were used - 0.18 4- 0.03 + 0.04 [ 13 ], 
0.55+0.084-0.03, and 0.694-0.11 +0.05 for the A°Tr +, 
p K  --6 and A°Tr + 7r + 7r- channels correspondingly. The 
systematic errors were determined by varying the cuts, 
the fit functions and ranges, and the widths. This pro- 
cedure results in the following expression for the ef- 
ficiency, ~/(Ac + 7r + n -  ), normalized to the branching 
ratio of  At+ ---, p K -  n +: 

rl(Ac+ n + n - )  
Br(A + ---, p K - n +  ) 

4 
Br(Ac + ~ Xi)  

= ~ Br(A + ~ p K _ n +  ) • ~ (X i ) ,  
i=l  

where the sum is over the modes pK-~z +, A°x +, 
A ° x + n + x  - and p ~ .  The corrected xp spectrum is 
shown in fig. 2. The overlayed curve corresponds to 
the fit of  the Peterson et al. fragmentation function 
[I 4] which has the form 

dN [ 1 ~ ] - 2  
dxp cx Xp I I Xp 1 "--~Xp 

The value found for the fragmentation parameter is 
e = 0.044 :k 0.018. In comparison, the corresponding 
Xp distributions of  At+ and 2~c baryons are significantly 

1 a N  . . . .  J . . . .  i . . . .  i . . . .  b . . • • 

N dXp 
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Fig. 2. The  Xp spec t rum of  the  A~ +.  T he  solid curve  is 
the result of the fit with the Peterson et al. fragmentation 
function. 

softer with Peterson parameters ca+ = 0.24 -4- 0.04 
[15] and ezc = 0.29 q-0.06 [16], respectively. This 
might be an indication that the large fraction of  A + 
and Ec baryons is produced in decays of  higher excited 
states. The fitted fragmentation function was used to 
extrapolate the number o f  events obtained with Xp > 
0.5 into the whole momentum interval. The rate o f  
A + production from the A~ + through its decay into 
A+n+7~ - was found to be (4.1 4- 1.0 q- 0.8)%. 

In order to convert the fitted number of  signal 
events in the Ac + n+n - spectrum into a value for 
the production rate, a(Ac+) ,  in e+e - annihila- 
tions at v/~ = 10.4 GeV for Xp > 0.5, we used the 
ARGUS measurement of  Br(Ac + ~ p K - x  +) = 
(4.0 + 0.3 4- 0.8)% [17]. This gives e • Br(Ac + 
A+Tr+rr - )  = (9.9 4- 2.1 + 2.2) pb. The quoted sys- 
tematic error reflects contributions from varying the 
cut and fit parameters, from uncertainties in the 
Monte Carlo simulation, and from uncertainties in 
the Ac + branching ratios. Using the Peterson et al. 
fragmentation parameter e derived from the fit we 
extrapolated to zero momentum and found 

a .  Br(A~ + ---, A+Tr+rr - )  = (11 .54 -2 .5+3 .0 )  pb. 

Three possible decay channels could contribute to 
the observed signal: non-resonant A~ + 7r + 7r- produc- 
tion, Ec++n - and 2~°7r +, followed by 2~c ~ Ac+Tr +. 
Monte Carlo studies indicate that the mass resolu- 
tions and efficiencies for all three channels are ap- 
proximately the same. 

The resonant contribution has been determined by 
studying the invariant mass spectra of  A + n q" com- 
binations taken from the signal region, defined as 
[M(A+Tr+n-)  - 2627 MeV/cZl < 6 MeV/c  2. The 
mass distributions for the A+n  + and At+n- are 
shown in fig. 3a and fig. 3b, respectively. Enhance- 
ments around the 2~c + + and Zc ° masses [12] can be 
seen. The phase space for decays into 27c + + 7r- and 
Z°Tr + is limited for the candidate A~ + resonance, 
so one expects a rather narrow contribution from 
the Z°n + channel in the At+n + mass spectrum and 
from the E~++n - channel in the At+n- spectrum. 
For example consider Ac + ---* 2~c°7~ +, followed by 
X ° ~ A+n  - .  At + baryons picking up a primary n + 
produce a bump in the At+n + distribution. Based on 
Monte Carlo studies, the -r0,,_c signal in the At+n + 
mass spectrum is expected to have a mass around 
2458 MeV/c 2 and a resolution of  about 3 MeV/c  2. 
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Consequently, the spectra shown in fig. 3a and fig. 3b 
were fit with a constant  term mult ipl ied by square- 
root threshold factors to describe the background, 
and two Gaussians to represent the resonant con- 
tr ibution.  The first Gaussian served to parametr ize  
the 27e signal; its width was fixed to the Monte Carlo 
determined detector  resolution 1.7 MeV/c  2, and its 
posi t ion was fixed to the 27¢ mass [ 12 ]. The second 
Gaussian was added  in order  to take into account the 
above ment ioned cross talk between resonant chan- 
nels. Its width and posi t ion were also fixed to the 
values determined from Monte Carlo. The resulting 
number  of  resonant events obta ined in fitt ing the 
spectrum in fig. 3a is 19.5 4- 6.2 while fit to the Ae+rt - 
dis t r ibut ion resulted in 22.7 4- 6.7 events. 

The non-resonant  contr ibut ion was est imated by 
removing all Ac + re combinat ions  having an invariant  
mass within 5.1 M e V / c  2 (3.0tr) of  the 27c mass, i.e. 
requiring 

[ M ( A + n  + ) - M ( 2 7 + + ) 1  > 5.1 MeV/c  a, 

N 
1 M c V / c  2 

N 
1 M c V / c  2 

4 

3 

2 

1 

02.4 . . . .  2.42 

a) 

0 2.4 2 .42 2 .44  2 .46  2 .48  2.5 

M(A+~ +) [ t3ev/cUl 

b) 

2 .44  2.46 2.48 2.5 
[OeVlJ] 

Fig. 3. The invariant mass distributions for A + 7t combi- 
nations taken from the signal region ( ]M(Ac+n+n - )  - 
2627 MeV/c21 < 6 MeV/c 2) for (a) A+Tt +, and (b) A+Tt - .  
The solid curves represent the fits described in the text. 

N 10 r ' " ". 

2.56 2.6 2.64 2.68 2.72 

M(/~c~+~ "-) [GeV/cZl 

Fig. 4. The invariant mass distribution for A + u + n -  com- 
binations satisfying both IM (A + n + ) 
- M ( Z  ++ )[ > 5.1 MeV/c 2 and IM(A+n - ) - M ( 2 : ° ) I  > 
5.1 MeV/c 2. The solid curve represents the fit described in 
the text. 

3 M e V / c  2 

20 

[ M ( A + r r  - ) - M(27°) I > 5.1 M e V / c  2, 

simultaneously. The resulting Ac + 7r + n -  spectrum is 
shown in fig. 4. This was fit with a Gaussian plus sec- 
ond order  polynomial ,  resulting in 16.2 4- 6.1 events. 

Using these results the following fractions have been 
obtained: 

Br(A[+ --+ 27eTt+) = 0.46 4- 0.14, 
Br(A~ + ~ A + r t + n  - )  

Br(A~+ ---' (Ae+rt+n-)nr) = 0.544-0.14.  
Br(A~ + ---+ A+rt+rt  - )  

Two species of  charmed baryons can decay with 
A + n + n  - in the final state. These are Ag + and 272 +. 
Unfortunately,  we cannot determine directly the 
quantum numbers of  the observed resonance. How- 
ever, model  calculations predict  substantially higher 
masses for excited L'c* states, while predict ions for P- 
wave Ac + states lie close to our measured value. The- 
oretical estimates for the masses o f  the lowest lying 
excited charmed baryons are given in table 2 [9]. 

In summary we have observed a new charmed 
baryon resonance in the A + 7t +T t -  system. The mass 

Table 2 
Theoretical predictions for the masses of excited charmed 
baryons. 

JP d~ (MeV/c 2) ~ff (MeV/c 2 ) 

l -  2630 2765 
3 -  2640 2770 
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of  the state was measured to be (2626.6 + 0.5 :k 
1.5) MeV/c  2 and the natural  width was est imated to 
be less than 3.2 MeV/c  2 at a 90% confidence level. 
The product ion rate t imes branching ratio into the 
above channel was found to be ( 11.5 + 2.5 4- 3.0) pb. 
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